
Bucket Pong


Rules and Regulations


1) Each game will be played with 6 buckets in triangle formation 15 feet apart from 
each other.


2) Each side will consist of two players from each team.

3) The two teams will play “rock, paper, scissors” to see who will go first. 

4) One player from each side will throw one ball each. 

5) If the players both make a bucket they get the balls back and their turn continues.

6) All buckets will remain until each player has thrown once. 

7) After each player has thrown all made buckets will be removed.

8) If both balls land in the same bucket that is automatically 3 buckets removed. (The 

defenders will choose the other two buckets)

9) There are no re-racks for the duration of the game. 

10)The team to eliminate the opponents buckets will be declared the winner. 

11)Each game will consist of a 20 minute timer once the first ball is thrown. 

12) If there is no clear winner by the end of regulation time then the team with the most 

cups remaining will be the winner. 

13) If there is a tie a 5 minute 3 cup game will commence to determine the winner. 




Scoring 
  

      Each team will receive 10 points for every bucket that is removed from the 
opposing team’s rack.

      An additional 50 points will go to the winning team plus the points they earned 
while removing their opponents buckets. So if Team A eliminates Team B with 4 of their 
own buckets remaining. Team B will receive 20 points for the two buckets that were 
eliminated. Team A will receive 60 points for clearing all of their opponents buckets 
plus an additional 50 points for the victory. So Team A will receive a total of 110 points. 

     If the winning team is determined through a tie breaker no team will be awarded the 
bonus 50 points, but will get 10 points for every bucket eliminated throughout the 
game. For example, If Team A and Team B end regulation time with only 1 bucket left 
each and a tie breaker of 3 buckets each is played. Each team will only get 10 points 
for every bucket made throughout the game. So If Team A eliminates all 3 buckets and 
Team B eliminates only 2 buckets in the 5 minutes then Team A will have a total score 
of 80 points( Original 5 + 3 overtime buckets) and Team B will have a total of 70 
points( Original 5 + 2 overtime buckets). 



